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Major versus Minor releases 
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¨  Geant4 release numbers are of the form X.Y 

¤  X is the Major release number 

¤  Y is the Minor release number 

¨  Release 9.6 is a Minor release 

¨  Release 10.0 will be the next Major release 

¨  Minor releases ARE NOT ALLOWED to break user code 

¤  So, for example, when you move from release 9.5 to 9.6, you should not need to change your user code 

¤  You will likely get slightly different results in the new minor release 

¤  And you may have access to additional new features 

¤  But nothing in your code should break as a result of the upgrade 

¨  Major releases ARE ALLOWED to break user code 

¤  So, for example, when you move from release 9.6 to 10.0, you may need to change your user code 

¤  The release notes will tell you what you might need to change 



Patch releases 
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¨  A patch release corrects bugs in a regular release 
¤  Release number ends in p01, p02, etc. 

¤  Such as Geant4.9.6.p02 

¨  Contains only bug fixes 
¤ No new features 

¨  It is always advisable to download the latest patch 
¤  The patch release notes will tell you exactly what has 

changed, so you can decide whether you absolutely need to 
upgrade 



Beta releases 
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¨  A Beta release introduces new features before they have been 
deemed sufficiently tested for general users 

¤  Release number ends in Beta1, Beta2, etc. 

¤  Such as Geant4.9.4.Beta1  

¤ A chance for a thorough user test of many of the changes 
intended for the December release 

¤ Not intended for general users but only for those who are 
willing to take the risk inherent in a beta 

¤ Users should move to this release only if they really love 
testing things, or if a Geant4 collaborator informs them that 
this Beta will solve their specific problem 



What to look for in the release notes 
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¨  Each Geant4 release comes with a set of release notes. Read them before you move to the new release. 

 

¨  In particular, read 
¤  Supported platforms/compilers 

¤  CLHEP version 

¤  Items for migration of the user code 

¤  Expected effects on 
physics and performance 



Supported platforms and compilers 
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¨  May change at Major or Minor release 

¨  If your platform and compiler are no longer in the supported list, 
you can either upgrade them or just try with what you have 

¤  If Geant4 still builds and starts OK, don’t worry 

¤  If there are problems with build or startup, try upgrading to the new supported platform 
or compiler 



Items for migration of the user code 
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¨  For a Minor release, there will not be much here 
 

¨  For a Major release, pay careful attention to this section 



Expected effects on physics and performance 
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¨  This section tells you what to expect in terms of changed results,  
changed running time and changed memory 



How to Upgrade – 1/3 
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¨  Check the release notes to see if your existing Platform and Compiler versions are 
still OK 
¤  Minor release upgrades generally do not require changes to either of these, 

but check the notes 
¤  Upgrade if need be 

¨  If you’ve followed the recommended installation instructions, you will have your user 
code in a directory that is NOT inside your Geant4 installation directory 
¤  Good 

n  ~/mydir/Geant4/geant4.9.5/... 
n  ~/mydir/g4work/myUserCode 

¤  Not so Good 
n  ~/mydir/Geant4/geant4.9.5 
n  ~/mydir/Geant4/geant4.9.5/myUserCode 

¤  The point of keeping your user code separate from the Geant4 installation is that your 
user code may work with several different Geant4 versions, and if you decide later to 
delete a particular Geant4 version, you won’t accidentally delete your user code  



How to Upgrade – 2/3 
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¨  Refer to instructions in the Installation Guide: For setting up Geant4 in your computing 
environment 

¨  Make sure you do not have any left over Geant4 environment variables 
¤  printenv | grep “G4” 
¤  Get a new session, clean up your .login or .cshrc, or do whatever is necessary 

 
¨  First step : installlation of Geant4  

¤  Unpack the new Geant4 version to a source directory 
n  For example, to ~/mydir/Geant4/geant4.9.5/... 

¤  Create the build directory alongside the source directory 
n  For example, create ~/mydir/Geant4/geant4.9.5_build 

¤  In your build directory, configure the build with  
                      cmake –DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=installDirectory sourceDirectory 
n  installDirectory is the directory under which the Geant4 libraries, headers and support files will be installed 

¤  Run the build with make -jN  
n  N = number of cores on your machine 

¤  Put the build into your installation area you specified earlier in CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX with make install 



How to upgrade – 3/3 

¨  Second step: how to compile your user code 
¤  Assume your code is in the /home/local1/mycode directory 
¤  Create alongside a build directory 

n  cd 
n  mkdir build 

¤  Go into this directory 
n  cd build 

¤  Configure the build 
n  cmake -DGeant4_DIR=installDirectory ../mycode 

n  installDirectory is $G4DIR in your Virtual machine 
¤  Run the build 

n  make –j2 
¤  Run the code 

n  ./executable_name 
¤  Later, you can clean up the old compilation products of your user code by 

removing your build directory 
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In case of trouble 
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¨  Did you review the Release Notes ? 

¨  Did you remember to remove all pre-existing G4 environment variables ? 
¤  Otherwise you may be pointing to some mix of old and new releases 

¨  Did you remember to delete the old build of your user code ? 

¨  Check the Geant4 Installation and Configuration Forum 
¤  http://hypernews.slac.stanford.edu/HyperNews/geant4/get/installconfig.html 

¤  There’s a very good search function at the top of that page 

¤  Someone might have had the same issue and the solution might already be there 

¤  If the problem is something new, post it to the forum 


